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Abstract. Because of the spectral difference between speech and acoustic events, we propose using Kullback-Leibler distance to quantify the discriminant capability of all speech feature components in acoustic event
detection. Based on these distances, we use AdaBoost to select a discriminant feature set and demonstrate that this feature set outperforms classical speech feature set such as MFCC in one-pass HMM-based acoustic
event detection. We implement an HMM-based acoustic events detection
system with lattice rescoring using a feature set selected by the above
AdaBoost based approach.
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Introduction

There is a growing research interest in Acoustic Events Detection (AED). Although speech is the most informative auditory information source, other kinds
of sounds may also carry useful information, such as in surveillance systems [3].
In a meeting room environment, a rich variety of acoustic events, either produced by the human body or by objects handled by humans, reflect various
human activities. Detection or classification of acoustic events may help to detect and describe the human and social activity in the meeting room. Examples
include clapping or laughter inside a speech discourse, a strong yawn in the middle of a lecture, a chair moving or door noise when the meeting has just started
[12]. Detection of the nonspeech sounds also help improve speech recognition
performance [8, 1].
Several papers have reported work on acoustic events detection for different
environments and databases [13, 4]. AED as a task of CLEAR Evaluation 2006
[12] was carried out by the three participant partners from the CHIL project [2]:
The UPC system is based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10] discriminative approach and uses log Frequency Filter bank parameters and four kinds
of perceptual features. Both the CMU and ITC systems are based on the Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) generative approach using Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features [6]. In these works, we can see that Hidden Marcov
Model (HMM) based Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) framework worked
better for detection task while the discriminative SVM approach was more successful for classification task. The main features for acoustic event detection are
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still complete sets of speech perception features (critical band integration simulated by Mel/Bark filter bank or simple log frequency filter bank parameters)
which have been proven to represent the speech spectral structure well. However,
these features are not necessarily suitable for AED for the following reasons: 1)
Limited work has been done in studying the spectral structure of acoustic events
which is obviously different from that of speech. The speech features (such as filter bank parameters and MFCC) are designed according to the spectral structure
of speech. Those features neglect the frequency parts that contain less speech
discriminant information which may contain much discriminant information for
acoustic events. 2) The Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) is low for AED. In the meeting
room environment, the speech that co-occurs with the acoustic events most of
the time should be seen as noise. Therefore, analysis of the spectral structure of
acoustic events and design of suitable features are very important for AED task.
In this study we proposed a new front-end feature analysis and selection
framework for AED. We characterize the features by quantifying their relative
discriminant capabilities using Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD) [7]. Adaboost
[9, 5] based algorithm is used to select the most discriminant feature set from
a large feature pool. The acoustic event detection experiments show that the
discriminant feature set extracted by the data-driven methods significantly outperform the MFCC features without increasing the parameter number.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes the spectral correlates
of acoustic events, and particularly quantifies the discriminant capabilities of all
speech feature components in AED task by a KLD based criterion. In Section
3, the new AdaBoost based feature selection algorithm is proposed. Section 4
introduces the HMM-based system architecture for AED task. The experiment
results are shown in Section 5, followed by the conclusion and the discussion of
future work.
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Spectral correlates of acoustic events

Currently, the speech features are designed mainly based on the properties of
speech production and perception. The envelope of spectrogram (formant structure) instead of the fine structure of spectrogram (harmonic structure) is believed
to hold most information for speech. Both log frequency filter bank parameters and Mel Frequency Cepstra Coefficients (MFCC) [6] use triangle bandpass
filter to bypass the fine structure of spectrogram. Moreover, to simulate the
non-uniform frequency resolution observed in human auditory perception, these
speech feature sets adopt -uniform critical bands, providing high resolution in
the low frequency part. However, the spectral structure of acoustic events is different from that of speech as shown in Figure 1, questioning the validity of using
exactly a speech feature set for AED.
To analyze the spectral structure of acoustic events and design suitable features for AED, we carry out KLD based feature discriminant capability analysis.
This helps us to understand the salient feature components of speech feature sets
in the AED task. Intuitively, a discriminative feature component should sepa-
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Fig. 1. Spectrograms of the acoustic events “Key Jingle”, “Step” and human speech

rate an acoustic event from the other audio events (other events and speech).
From a statistical point of view, more difference between the distributions of
an acoustic event and the other audio parts results in smaller Bayesian error
rates. The distance between the distributions of an acoustic event and the other
audio parts reveals the discriminant capability of the feature for that acoustic
event. Therefore, we introduce a KLD based analysis method to quantify the
discriminant capability of feature components.
KLD (D(p||q)) is a measure between two distributions, p and q, and is defined
as the cross entropy between p and q minus the self entropy of p.
D(p||q) =

Z

p(x) log

p(x)
q(x)

(1)

We adopt KL distance to measure the discriminant capability of each feature
component for each acoustic event, dij = D(pij ||qi ),where pij denotes the distribution of ith feature component given the j th acoustic event and qi denotes the
distribution of ith feature component given all the audio parts. Then the global
discrimant capability of ith feature component is defined by
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di =

X

Pj dij

(2)

j

where Pj is the prior probability for the j th acoustic event.
Obviously, a larger global KL distance di means that the distributions in ith
component have larger difference between different acoustic events, thus having
greater discriminant capability. In Figure 2, we show the global KL distances for
different log frequency filter bank parameters for AED are different from those
for speech digit recognition. The KL distances for speech digit recognition are
calculated in the same way as described above, having speech digits in the place
of acoustic events. All global KL distances in Figure 2 are mean normalized.

Fig. 2. Global KL distances for acoustic event detection, speech digit recognition (Men
/ Women).

3
3.1

Adaboost based feature selection
Adaboost algorithm

The basic Adaboost algorithm [5] deals with a 2 class classification problem. It
iteratively selects and combines several effective classifiers among lots of weak
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classifiers. For each iteration one weak classifier is chosen from the weak classifier
pool and the error rate is required to be less than 0.5.
The basic steps of Adaboost are:
1. Given a set of sample x1 , x2 , ..., xm , and the corresponding labels y1 , y2 , ..., ym ,
where yi ∈ Y = {−1, +1} for negative and positive examples respectively.
1
where m is the total number of positive and
2. Initialize weights D1 (i) = m
negative examples.
3. For t = 1, ..., T :
(a) Find the classifier ht that minimizes P
the error with respect to the weight
m
Dt . The error of ht is given by ǫt = i=1 Dt (i) (ht (xi ) 6= yi )
1−ǫt
1
(b) Choose αt ∈ R, typically αt = 2 ln ǫt
(c) Update weights Dt :
exp{−αt yi ht (xi )}
Zt
Pm
where Zt is a normalization constant, such that i=1 Dt+1 (i) = 1
4. Output the final classifier
!
T
X
H(x) = sign
αt ht (x)
Dt+1 (i) = Dt (i)

t=1

Details about AdaBoost algorithm can be found in [9, 5].
3.2

Adaboost based feature selection

As described in the earlier section, we need to choose a set of features that
can best separate each acoustic event from the other audio part. In this paper,
AdaBoost is used to select the feature set but not to linearly combine several
classifers. In our framework, each audio utterance in the development set is
segmented to several acoustic event instances (as well as silence and speech)
according to the labels. These event instances together with their labels serve
as the labeled examples in AdaBoost. The weak classifiers in AdaBoost are of
just one type: if the log likelihood of a particular example on the one-featurecomponent correct-label GMM is larger than that on the one-feature-component
global GMM, this example is correctly classified.
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HMM-based AED System Architecture

For the detection and classification of acoustic events, we implement a hidden
Markov model (HMM)-based system with lattice rescoring using features selected by AdaBoost (Figure 3).
We formulate the goal of acoustic event detection in a way similar to speech
recognition: to find the event sequence that maximizes the posterior probability of the event sequence W = (w1 , w2 , ..., wM ), given the observations O =
(o1 , o2 , ..., oT ):
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Fig. 3. AED System Architecture

Ŵ = arg max P (W |O) = arg max P (O|W )P (W )
W

W

(3)

The acoustic model P (O|W ) is one HMM for each acoustic event, with three
emitting states and left-to-right state transitions. To account for silence and
speech, we use a similar HMM, but with additional transitions between the
first and third emitting states. The structure of HMMs can model some of the
nonstationarity of acoustic events. The observation distributions of the states
are incrementally-trained Gaussian mixtures. Each HMM is trained on all the
segments labeled as this event in the development seminar data. The language
model, which is a bigram model, acounts for the probability of a particular event
in the Q
event sequence conditioned on the previous event: P (w1 w2 · · · wm ) =
m
P (w1 ) i=2 P (wi |wi−1 ).
Such a language model in acoustic event detection favors those recognized
acoustic event sequences that are more similar to the sequences in the development data. Although the language model here does not have those linguistic
implications as in speech recognition, it does improve performance, one of the
possible reasons being to suppress a long sequence of identical event labels so
that the internal structure of HMM can try to fit the temporal structure of the
event segment.
In our HMM-based AED System Architecture, the upper part of Figure 3 generates a recognition lattice, which is a compact representation of N-best recognition outputs. Each edge in the lattice is annotated with acoustic model score
and language model score. The acoustic features used to train HMMs for lattice generation consists of 26 frequency-filtered log filter-bank parameters or 26
MFCC, their overall energy, delta and acceleration, calculated on 25 ms Hamming windows with 10ms shifts.
The lower part of the architecture in Figure 3 selects the most discriminative
feature set according to the AdaBoost approach described in the previous section.
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This selected feature set is a subset of a feature pool having much more feature
components. New HMMs trained using this feature set assign new acoustic scores
to each arc in the recognition lattice. The best path in this updated lattice is
output as the recognized event sequence.
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Experiments

Our acoustic event detection experiments use about 3 hours development data
with event boundaries and labels to train our systems, and test these systems
on about 2 hour testing data, which is the official testing data for CLEAR
2007 AED Evaluation [11]. Both the development data and testing data are
seminar style, having both speech and acoustic events with possible overlap.
The performances are measured using AED-ACC (the first metric in CLEAR
2007 AED Evaluation). This metric aims to score detection of all acoustic event
instances, oriented to applications such as real-time services for smart rooms
and audio-based surveillance.
The first experiment is designed to compare the performance of one-pass
HMM-based AED systems, using either a set of MFCC or the AdaBoost-selected
feature set. The baseline set of MFCC (called MFCC13DA) is the widely-used
feature set for speech recognition: 13 parameters calculated on 0Hz - 11000Hz
band of the audio files. The delta and acceleration of these parameters are also
included, forming a whole MFCC feature set of 39 components. The AdaBoostselected feature set in this experiment (called SELECTED13DA) includes 13
feature components selected using the AdaBoost-based approach in Section 3
from a feature pool of 26 log frequency filter bank parameters and 26 MFCC parameters on the 0Hz-11000Hz band. The delta and acceleration of these selected
feature components are also included, forming a feature set of 39 components.
Table 1. AED-ACC score of one-pass recognition using MFCC or selected feature set

AED-ACC
Dev Test
MFCC13DA 38.92 25.27
SELECTED13DA 39.8 26.9

Table 2.

AED-ACC score of complete system and one-pass system
using 81 dimension MFCC

AED-ACC
Test
MFCC27DA (one-pass)
29.51
Selected 26DA
31.44** 33.6*
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Table 1 shows that the AdaBoost-selected feature set outperform the MFCC
feature set in recognition on both development data and test data. This indicates
that for the AED task, using a complete set of features designed for speech
recognition is far from optimal, and a feature set extracted using data-driven
approach could yield better performance in AED without parameter increase.
The second experiment is designed to compare the performance of a one-pass
HMM-based AED systems using MFCC and our complete system as described
in Section 4. Reasonably increased parameter size would lead to better system
performance. Therefore, the MFCC feature set used in this experiment (called
MFCC27DA) consists of 27 MFCC parameters along with their delta and acceleration, forming 81 feature components. The complete system uses either
the feature set MFCC27DA or a similar 81-dimension log frequency filter bank
feature set to generate a recognition lattice. Then this system uses 26 feature
components selected by AdaBoost from the same feature pool as in the first
experiment, together with their delta and acceleration, forming a feature set of
78 dimensions (called SELECTED26DA), to rescore the recognition lattice and
obtain the final recognition result.
Table 2 indicates that given a recognition lattice, using the selected feature
set could benefit the system by updating the acoustic scores of the lattice and
finding the optimal path in the updated lattice.
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Conclusion

In this study, we use KLD to quantify the discriminant capability of all speech
feature components in acoustic event detection. Global KLD shows that the
speech feature components have different discriminant capabilities for speech
recognition and acoustic event detection. The most discriminant feature set is
extracted from a large feature pool using AdaBoost based approach. The acoustic event detection experiments show that the discriminant feature set extracted
by the data-driven methods significantly outperform the MFCC features without increasing the parameter number in one-pass HMM-based acoustic event
detection. And additional performance improvement is achieved by using speech
feature set to generate recognition lattice and using the AdaBoost-selected feature set to rescore this lattice.
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